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Dining on The Green Spring 2021 | Photo: Neil Littman

Welcome to the Winchmore Hill
Residents Association Spring Newsletter
2021. It has been a year since our last
full newsletter with a smaller printed
leaflet published in October 2020 and
there have been plenty of issues locally
to consider as well as the impact that
COVID-19 has had on us all.

We will be publishing a full report within the next couple
of weeks but here is a snapshot of some of the results.
The recently introduced Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in
Palmers Green included the closure of roads that connect
Fox Lane with Bourne Hill and Green Lanes = 403 responses

9.2%
13.2%
74.4%

We want to assure you that we are continually striving
to make sure that we act as a voice for Winchmore
Hill in key decisions about our area. We can only do
this with your support and we urge you if you are
reading this and you are not a member then please
sign up on the website www.whresidents.org, it is
free, quick and will allow us to keep in touch with you
about the work we are doing and local news that we
think is of interest to residents.

Members survey 2021
We are aware of the need to represent the views of the
local residents as best we can and in order to do this
we felt that a survey was necessary to get feedback
on a number of issues and ask for residents own
thoughts on priorities going forward.
We had a fantastic number of responses, over 400 and
a great deal of time and thought was put in by those
that responded to give us some very useful information
to help our strategy for our work going forward.

•
•
••
•

Not in favour of it in Palmers Green
or Winchmore Hill
In favour of it in Palmers Green and
possibly in Winchmore Hill
Not sure
In favour of it in Palmers Green but not
Winchmore Hill
Didn’t know about this

456 Bus Route (through Winchmore Hill via Firs Lane, Farm Road,
Station Road, round the Green and down Church Hill) = 398 responses
9%
12.3%
44.7%
14.8%
19.1%

••
••
•
••
••
•

Am in favour of it
Not sure
Not in favour of it
Didn’t know about this
Am in favour of it but only with
certain conditions

Outdoor dining on the Green = 399 responses
8.5%
10.3%
56.4%
23.1%

Would like it to carry on
Would like it to carry on with changes
Would not like it to carry on
Am not sure
Didn’t know about this
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Winchmore Hill features for the second year running
in The Times’s best places to live in London
There was a consultation to find out what local
residents thought of this scheme which has
now closed. We are not aware of the publishing
of the findings of this consultation yet and the
next steps.

Best Places to Live in London: 90-acre Grovelands Park is one of the capital’s
best-kept suburban secrets
TOMAS BURIAN/ALAMY

Reproduced from The Times

Friday March 26 2021

Once dismissed as too cosy for London and too far from the
bright lights and cutting edge of the city, Winchmore Hill is

We were
very
pleased
tobest.
see
that
homespun
suburbia
at its neighbourly
Offering
wellproportioned houses, excellent schools and a friendly local high
Winchmore
Hill
featured
for
a
second
street it has proved to be a place not just to survive the past 12
but to thrive.
year months,
in a row,
in The Times’s best places
to live in London.
Last year there was a top ten and this year it
appears only a top six so arguably an even
better achievement. It is recognition of what
we feel and that is that Winchmore Hill is a
great place to live and work. This accolade
shines a light on our area that is not that well
known compared to those on the list such
as Walthamstow (also featuring again this
year), Teddington, Primrose Hill, Nunhead and
Muswell Hill. We won’t rest on our laurels and
have big plans for the rest of the year but it is
nice for the area to be appreciated like this.

While we support the scheme and we can see
the benefit for both the businesses and for the
community we do have reservations about the
damage to the area in terms of the wear and
tear of The Green itself, the rubbish and food
waste created which needs to be addressed
and the lack of parking enforcement causing
obstruction in the area. We hope to be able
to feed into the next stage of this scheme to
make sure that we can improve on what has
been a very popular change to The Green.

Volunteers wanted
Can you help to blitz the rubbish around
Winchmore Hill and get involved in other
environmental projects locally?

The LTNs
We are sure that you have heard of
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods (LTNs)
and no doubt felt the affect of the one
implemented in Palmers Green in the
Fox Lane area since September 2020
There has been huge opposition to this
scheme from people both in the area and
adjoining areas like Winchmore Hill. The
WHRA recognises the worthy aims of this
scheme but the reality is that this scheme
doesn’t achieve the aims it sets out.

As you will have seen the amount of rubbish
around Winchmore Hill and around the
borough seems to have got out of control
particularly in lockdown.
There appear to be a number of factors
contributing to this; lockdown has brought
greater numbers of people to the parks
and green spaces locally with more people
spending time outside which means more
people inevitably who don’t feel the need to
take their rubbish home.
Some of the rubbish is also due to chronic flytipping exacerbated by the council’s reduction
in domestic rubbish collections and it seems
that the usual emptying of bins and street
sweeping has been reduced possibly due to
COVID absences by council staff.

If you would like to see the full piece about
Winchmore Hill you can do so on our website.

Outdoor Dining on The Green
The closure of the one way slip road on The
Green to allow the space for outdoor serving of
food, drinks and snacks has been in place since
June last year and it has been a lifeline for the
food and drinks businesses there and for local
residents who have been making a visit part of
their lockdown routine.

We feel that there maybe a move to implement
a similar scheme in Winchmore Hill which if it
were on a similar basis to Palmers Green we
would object to. It seems from our survey that
almost 75% of the people who filled it in agree
with us on this issue.

Tackling the issues
This has resulted in:

• Increased journey times.
• Much higher and concentrated levels of
pollution on the main roads due to large
amounts of traffic idling in queues.
• Delays to emergency services trying to
access these blocked roads effectively and
quickly in an emergency.
• Issues for rubbish collections and other
deliveries especially using larger lorries.
• An increase in the feeling of vulnerability of
pedestrians walking home at night in the
roads without through traffic.
• Camera fines for both local residents and
people living in the borough.

Whatever the reason, we think there is scope
for us to tackle some of the rubbish hotspots
locally that are in the most popular and
attractive outdoor spaces including; The New
River path, Firs Farm Wetlands and the Green.
While we hope that the council will be getting
on top of this over the next couple of months,
there is also an opportunity for us as a
community, to get together and with the help of
volunteers (with litter pickers and rubbish bags
supplied by us) to make a huge difference to
certain areas in a short amount of time.

Getting together
We would also like to develop groups of
people who would be interested in getting
together and taking ownership of unloved
planted areas locally and make them much

Crime prevention
and transport matters
more attractive through maintenance and
possibly wild flower planting etc.

Safer Neighbourhood Newsletter and
the OWL email alerts

We hope we can all get together soon as
the lockdown eases and as a community
maintain and enhance the many green areas
of Winchmore Hill that are so enjoyed but
have been recently blighted by rubbish.

If you want to be aware of what is
happening locally from the Safer
Neighbourhoods Team and our local
PCSO Antony Rivas you can view the
April Newsletter here.

We featured a call to action in our last email
and on the website and we have been lucky
enough to have quite a few people already get
in touch to say they would like to help.
If you would like to be on the email list for this
group of volunteers and find out more then
please email us at info@whresidents.org

Winchmore Hill Crime
Prevention
Winchmore Hill has seen a recent
increase in crime. WHRA are working
closely with our local police team to
raise awareness of crime issues that
are impacting our area.

You can sign up to have daily emails of incidents
reported to the Safer Neighbourhoods Team
from PCSO Antony Rivas via the OWL website
(Online Watch Link - a virtual Neighbour Hood
Watch scheme) at www.owl.co.uk

WhatsApp Groups creating
virtual Neighbourhood Watch
There are a number of WhatsApp groups
specific to residents of a certain road
or couple of roads in the Winchmore
Hill area that have been started to
alert residents of any specific crime
information and also to share the
updates from local PC, Antony Rivas.
Please get in touch by emailing info@
whresidents.org if you run a WhatsApp group
for your area or if you want join one.

This approach allows us to provide bespoke
crime prevention advice to our members,
reducing the likelihood of being a victim of
crime and deter opportunistic crimes from
occurring.

Car Crime
Car crime in Winchmore Hill has seen a rise
in keyless thefts (intercepting and using the
codes from your key fob to open your car
without the key) and the stealing of catalytic
convertors.
We have put together a Vehicle Crime
Prevention Advice document in pdf format
that you can download from the website
taken from the Neighbourhood Watch Page
on this subject which is a very useful resource
and well worth visiting. This is the link for the
Neighbourhood Watch website: https://www.
ourwatch.org.uk/

We will connect you with the person running
a group in your area and if there is no one
running one, then perhaps you could consider
starting one and being the admin. We can help
facilitate this.
It is great way to make your area safer and get
to know your neighbours.

Update on bus route 456
The bus route started on the13th March
and currently they are using temporary
bus stops while they carry on assessing
the location and format of the bus stops.
We hope that they are still considering
the submission we made to them with
alternatives to the siting and design of
many of the bus stops in our area.
Key developments
There are however two key developments
that have been communicated recently and
the first is the decision to remove the planned
stops at the bottom of Station Road. This was
no doubt in response to local opposition

Bus route 456 at junction of Farm Road and Fords Grove

that we think rightly pointed out the issues
in terms of the exact locations they were
planning and the difficulty of stopping in this
part of Station Road.
The second development is the reworked plans
for the Farm Road stops and a considerable
reduction in the length of the yellow lines and
changes to their location. We think this is a very
sensible way forward and the best outcome
that we could have hoped for based on the
route using Farm Road. The yellow lines are
generally being used over existing drives to
create a series of pulls ins rather than one
continuous lane nearest the school on the left
as you come towards the bridge in Farm Road.
We await further clarification from the council
on the placement of the bus stops and
perhaps by using the temporary stops many
of which aren’t in the more controversial
locations outside people’s homes they may be
able to test how these alternative sites work
before agreeing on permanent bus stops.
It is too early to say how the route is going
however, anecdotally, there seem to be
relatively few people using it (though perhaps
not surprising in present circumstances),
often three people or less on the bus.
There are also clearly issues with even the
relatively small size bus they are using, in
particular in the run up to the bridge as you
can see above. Many people were concerned
about this and it is something TFL may need
to look at again – we shall wait for further
communication from the council in due
course as to the next steps.
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Planning Matters

Our Councillors

There have been two major planning issues in
the last year that the WHRA have been involved
with; the Seaforth Gardens development and
the Church Hill development. In Seaforth
Gardens we objected to the demolition of a
garage to provide access for a plot at the end
of a garden in Broad Walk where they planned
to build houses. This application was refused.

Residents will have the opportunity to engage with their local Councillors at the Winchmore
Hill Ward Forum.

The Church Hill development is a plan to build
houses on a plot of land at 48 to 56 Church
Hill. We opposed this application due to
the systematic removal of trees on the plot
which was not permitted but would allow the
application to be made. A decision on this
application has not been made at this point.

The National Garden Scheme
Open Gardens in Winchmore Hill
You may have heard of this scheme where
people open their gardens to the public at certain
times of the year to raise money for charity.

Please go to this page on our website to be redirected to the Enfield page with more details.
https://whresidents.org/wardforum/

Maria Alexandrou (Conservative)

Dinah Barry (Community First)

Winchmore Hill Ward

Winchmore Hill Ward

07971 672867

020 8379 2863
07812 673023

Cllr.Maria.Alexandrou@Enfield.gov.uk
Surgery by appointment only from
Monday to Thursday at:
Sir Anthony Berry House
1 Chaseville Parade, Chaseville Park Road,
London N21 1PG

Cllr.Dinah.Barry@Enfield.gov.uk

Ian Barnes (Labour)
Deputy Leader of the Council

Bambos Charalambous (Labour)

Winchmore Hill Ward

bambos.charalambous.mp@parliament.uk

0208 379 5461
07971 672 805

Drop-in Surgery

Ward Surgery: Winchmore Hill Library; first and
third Saturday of each month, 4.00-5.00pm;
no appointment is needed.

Our Member of Parliament

This is a chance to explore some amazing
local gardens (one of which was featured
on TV in “All Gardens Great and Small) and
there are three that will be open this year in
Winchmore Hill.
If you would like to know more then please
go to the website: https://ngs.org.uk/find-agarden/ and put in your postcode to see the
details for the gardens in Winchmore Hill.

Cllr.Ian.Barnes@enfield.gov.uk
Ward Surgery: Winchmore Hill Library; first
and third Saturday of each month,
4.00-5.00pm; no appointment is needed.

Finally, we wanted to let you know that if you
want to write to us or someone wants to join
the WHRA and do so by filling in a membership
form in person then the new address is:
WHRA
c/o Havilands
30 The Green
London N21 1AY
Thank you for your support of the work we do
and we hope to see you at our next meeting.
The WHRA Committee

020 7219 3460

Surgeries will be held at Palmers Green Library,
Broomfield Lane, Palmers Green N13 4EY,
1st & 3rd Saturday of the month 10.30-12.00pm
Telephone : 020 7219 3460

Winchmore Hill Residents
Association Committee
members:

For a list of other useful
contacts please visit the
website:

President: Mr Robert Taylor
Chair: Lynne Yazgan
Deputy Chair: Ed Balleny
Secretary/Minutes Secretary: Christopher Cole
Treasurer: Will Sheldon
Membership Secretary: Ed Balleny
Transport: Robert Taylor
Planning: Sharde Behrouzi
Crime: Ed Knight
Environment: TO BE FILLED (Please contact
us if you would like this to be you)
Design and communications: Neil Littman
Social media: Savi Tailor

https://whresidents.org

